MATHEMATICAL CAREERS DAY 2018

Friday, 21 September 2018 at 16:00 (BBQ around 19:00)

University of Luxembourg | 6 avenue de la Fonte | L-4364 Esch-sur-Alzette
Belval Campus | Maison du Savoir (MSA) | 3.010

SPEAKERS

Gilles Becker – Statistical Analyst (CFL, Luxembourg)
Jasper Van Hirtum - Technical Analyst (Mobileexpense, Brussels)
Lynn Hanten - High-school Teacher (LTE, Luxembourg)
Nika Margeta – Data Analyst (Luxembourg Institute of Health, Luxembourg)
Stéphane Korvers - Patent Engineer (Gevers Patents, Brussels)
Szabolcs Gaal - Quantitative Risk Analyst (European Investment Bank, Luxembourg)

ORGANIZERS

Guenda Palmirotta, Luca Notarnicola, Gabor Wiese